Abstract
Introduction

Research Background
Since the beginning of twenty-first Century, data processing object related machine learning and data mining research shows a high latitude and large amount of data characteristics. (while mining the user data in the electronic commerce website, each user's product information often achieves the thousands of kinds and these data are sparse and dispersed, such a dimension and the degree of sparsity can hardly be found in the user data which greatly reduces the utilization of data mining; in the field of intrusion detection, the higher dimension of data, detection algorithms required for the processing of time is longer, memory on the computer is bigger, resulting in detection results are not accurate or not in time.) This is called "dimension disaster". On the other way, too many irrelevant features will result in the redundancy of data storage and reduce the efficiency of computer processing. Therefore, the improvement of the efficiency of data mining and machine learning algorithm is great in the data mining and machine learning algorithm research.
The ultimate goal of feature selection is to obtain the subset of the initial feature set, the dimension of the subset is as low as possible and the feature of the subset is also able to describe the data. The first step is to select the optimal feature subset selection criteria appropriate data, and then according to the data evaluation criteria are specific to the specific classification algorithm can be divided into three models of feature selection algorithm: Filter Model, Wrapper Model and Embeded Model [2] . The main research of this paper is based on the Filter model. The Filter model is based on the structure of the data within the structure of the characteristics of the most relevant characteristics.
The typical algorithm of Filter model is based on the distance criterion RELIEF [3] . According to the correlation between each feature and the category of RELIEF, the weight of feature is lower than the threshold, but the RELIEF algorithm is only suitable for the two kinds of data sets, the limitations are relatively large. The RELIEF is extended to the RELIE-F [4, 5] algorithm based on Kononeill. But Sun [6, 7] prove the weights of each feature RELIE-F algorithm to get the easy to be disturbed by the data noise and RELIE-F nearest neighbor selection where space is not consistent with weighted vector space.
The feature selection method based on correlation measurement is mainly to evaluate the correlation between the features of each other [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The maximum correlation criterion is Pearson statistics, entropy, symmetric uncertainty criterion and mutual information criterionin the feature selection method based on correlation metric. The Pearson statistic is a linear dependence relationship between features, entropy, symmetric uncertainty and mutual information criterion are derived from information theory which can be used to measure the nonlinear relationship and linear relationship. Hall uses the Pearson statistics and the symmetry of the uncertainty criterion to evaluate the correlation degree between the feature and the sample type, and get the feature selection algorithm based on the correlation degree CFS [14] ; Liu proposed a fast filtering algorithm based on correlation degree FCBF [15] , FCBF uses the symmetric criterion to select the relevant features, and then uses the Balnket Markov concept to filter the redundant features in the relevant features; Guo and Nixon [16] use mutual information criterion to evaluate the characteristics of relevance and redundancy degree. It is proved that the proof of joint mutual information can be simplified for pairwise feature between the expressions of mutual information and reduce the computational complexity.
General feature selection is based on static data sets, the focus of the study is also inclined to data flow with the development of the Internet in recent years.
Different from the traditional static data block model, the data stream has the following characteristics: 1) High speed, real-time;
2) Large data size, not to be stored in memory or hard disk;
3) Data is reproduced, the cost of storage data is expensive, only a single scan data, unless specifically required, otherwise it will not store data;
4) The information contained in the data will be changed at any time.
In order to solve the adaptability of the algorithm to the data flow, the following conditions should be satisfied first:
1) The space complexity of the algorithm must be independent of the sample number of the data stream;
2) The algorithm must be able to adapt to the changing of the data stream.
In order to meet the above requirements, this paper adopts the idea of Hoeffding [17, 18] inequality to construct the algorithm which avoids the spatial complexity of the algorithm, because the Hoeffding inequality is based on the statistical basis which can be adapted to the changing of the data stream at the same time. To measure the degree of correlation between different set of inner elements, this paper proposes a new way based on mutual information which can take into account the correlation between features.
Paper Work
HSF algorithm is proposed in this paper. HSF algorithm improve the mutual information measure to measure the correlation between the characteristics of the collection based on mutual information and the suitable feature subset is selected based on the statistical Hoeffding inequality. HSF further reduces data transmission, storage and processing redundancy and memory usage. Besides that HSF also reduces the time of data processing.
Dynamic Data-Stream Feature Selection Algorithm
Set Unit Mutual Information
Mutual information is a useful measurement in the information theory. It can be viewed as a random variable that contains information about another random variable, or a random variable that is reduced by a given random variable. Generally speaking, there is always noise and interference in the channel, the information sources emit message x , the sink can only receive the message as a result of the interference caused by the action of a deformation of the through the channel. The sink surmises the probability of receiving that the source sink issued, this process can be described by a posteriori (x | y ) P . Accordingly, the probability of x , ( x ) P is called a priori probability. We define the mutual information of to x as below:
On the basis of this, the paper puts forward the set unit mutual information which measures the mutual influence between the two features in the set. Assuming set 

Set unit mutual information reflects the correlation degree between the two feature elements in the set, different sets unit mutual information shows the difference of the correlation between the elements in the set. For the collection A and B , if ( A ) ( B ) II  , it is usually described that the collection of A is more suitable for reflecting the real information of a data than the feature elements contained in the B .
Hoeffding Inequality Theory
Hoeffding bound depicts the true possibility of the event A , n independent repetition frequency differences observed in Bernouli experiment and application in many different experiments. Hoeffding inequalities are given a probability boundary, for the data sample, we can get the real description of the event in a small range error under the confidence
R is range of x and y , m is data samples), then the event description error of x is less than y . For feature selection, it is very important that how to select as little as possible to describe the real situation of the data. In order to control the error of the continuous variation of the data stream, we must ensure that the error probability of the selection process is smaller in the real data stream environment.
HSF Algorithm Description
Under the given data stream environment, each data format is 
Algorithm Analysis
In the face of data stream environment, HSF algorithm can adapt to the characteristics of the data stream continuously, and the calculation of the logarithmic data can only be used to scan the data. In the selection of feature subsets, the transmission efficiency of the data stream is not impacted. The space complexity of HSF algorithm is 2 O ( ) n , is the total number of features in the data sample. Therefore, the HSF algorithm's memory usage is not increasing with the data sample size increasing which greatly adapt to the dynamic data-stream. Experiment-1: we bring the 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000, 100000 samples situation to the experiment as the experiment data-source. HSF and BIF are used to get subset of the features after processing the data-source. Then we use C4.5 classification algorithm to classify the data-source only contains the features subset. The experiment mainly focuses on comparison of the time, TP rate, FP rate and the memory usage between HSF and BIF.
Experiment-2: we bring the 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000, 100000 samples situation to the experiment as the experiment data-source. HSF is used to get subset of the features after processing the data-source. Then we use C4.5 classification algorithm to classify the data-source only contains the features subset. The experiment mainly focuses on comparison of the time, TP rate, FP rate and the memory usage between original datasource and processed data-source.
Experiment Result Analysis
Experiment-1: Figure 1 shows that after processed by the C4.5 classification algorithm, the classification accuracy is improved with the increase of sample number using both data-source contains the BIF and HSF selected features subset. The magnitude begins to be flat at the 500 point. We can confirm that the subset of HSF is better than the subset of BIF by comprising the 2 classification accuracy classified by C4.5 algorithm. Because the HSF does not only consider the feature attributes for the entire data, but also considers the correlation between each feature. So the subset of HSF can reflect the real situation of the data better than BIF. 
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC Figure 2 shows that after processed by the C4.5 classification algorithm, the classification accuracy is reduced rapidly with the increase of sample number using both data-source contains the BIF and HSF selected features subset. However, with the increase of the data samples, the classification error rate tends to slow down, and the change is not obvious. The results of the same number of samples HSF algorithm is better than BIF, but with the increase of sample size, the gap between the two is also reduced tightly. Because the HSF does not only consider the feature attributes for the entire data, but also considers the correlation between each feature. So the subset of HSF can reflect the real situation of the data better than BIF and the experiment FP of HSF is lower than the BIF. Figure 3 shows that with the increase of sample size, the memory of HSF and BIF algorithm in the feature selection process tends to rise. The memory usage of HSF algorithm is always higher than BIF, and the difference between them is obvious, mainly because during the initialization of HSF algorithm, the different characteristics of all permutations are stored into memory to be selected, but BIF only store each feature as feature selection into the memory, so HSF memory is always larger than the BIF. Observing From an upward trend, the memory occupancy of HSF rises slightly slower, a slight increase in the BIF rise in the latter part. This situation may because algorithm's processing speed is lower than the data read speed during the process and results in that with the increase amount of data, the data in the memory becomes much more. But both HSF and BIF algorithms are incremental feature selection algorithm, which is independent of the number of memory and data sample in theory.
International
Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC Figure 4 demonstrates that the processing time of HSF and BIF algorithm tend to rise with the increasing amount of data, because the processing rate is lower than the read rate while the sample size is always increasing, so the algorithm in the process of processing time is too long. The processing time of HSF is longer than that of BIF, and there is a small increase with the increase of sample size, but the gap between the two is almost constant, because the initial HSF calculations includes all permutations, but the BIF calculation only includes all the features so the amount of data processed by the HSF is greater than BIF. However, when the processing rate and the read rate reaches a certain point, the difference between the HSF and the BIF processing time also reaches a stable point.
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Figure 3. HSF and BIF Memory Usage Comparison with Different Samples
Experiment-1 Results Conclusion:
According to the results above, the performance of HSF is better than BIF in both TP and FP rate comparison. However because of the different constructing way of algorithm, the memory usage of HSF is much more than the memory usage of BIF. These mean that the accuracy of describing dataset obtained from HSF is better than BIF. HSF performs better than BIF excluding memory limit. 
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC Experiment-2: Figure 5 show that the feature subset selected by HSF algorithm has an obvious effect on improving the accuracy of classification. The feature subset of HSF selection can improve the classification accuracy, and the accuracy of the classification is improved with the increase of sample size, however, the feature subset of HSF selection is still outstanding in the accuracy rate. Figure 6 shows that the feature subset selected by HSF algorithm has a large effect on reducing the classification error rate. The feature subset of HSF selection can effectively reduce the classification error rate. With the increase of sample size, the FP rate of the feature subset obtained by HSF algorithm is gradually reduced, and the difference between the two is very small. 
Experiment-2 Results Conclusion:
We can see the improvement of HSF applied to the classification algorithm. The subset obtained from HSF describes the dataset precisely, besides that HSF also has an outstanding performance on TP, FP and memory usage. These demonstrate that HSF algorithm can improve the efficiency of classification process.
Conclusions
In this paper, the basic concept of HSF algorithm based on mutual information is proposed, which is based on the set unit mutual information as a measure of the degree of association between different sets of different features. We take set unit mutual information as a measure of the association degree of the set of features and other collections. During the data process, Hoeffding inequality are introduced as compared to the termination condition to get rid of the previous single magnitude compared and avoid the data noise or bad data distribution influence the experimental results. Experimental results show that the classification accuracy and error rate of C4.5 classification algorithm are superior to those of the original feature set. In addition, with the comparing between the HSF and BIF based on mutual information, HSF have large advantages over BIF in the detection accuracy and detection error rate. But during the study, we find that all of the possible permutations and combinations are considered when the HSF algorithm is initialized, and it is placed in memory which results in memory occupancy and high cost of processing data. These problems above are also the author in the next step of the research need to improve the direction.
